
 

 

      
 

MARMOMAC CONFIRMS ITS STATUS AS THE LANDMARK TRADE FAIR FOR THE INTERNATIONAL NATURAL 

STONE SECTOR 

 

With six months to go until the 2022 edition, registrations from international countries stand out: Asia returns 

with India, South Korea and Japan; Germany returns from Europe, excellent signals from Brazil and Egypt 

 

Verona - 28 March 2022. After the restart edition in 2021 which saw the natural stone community come 

together in Verona after two years of forced stops, Marmomac - the most important world event for natural 

stone, granite, technologies, tools, applied design and services .- is already hard at work organizing the 56th 

edition scheduled 27-30 September 2022. 

Six months prior to the ribbon cutting, the impressive internationality of the event has already been confirmed 

with the return of several important absentees in 2021: Asia restarts with registrations from India, South Korea 

and Japan, as well as excellent signals from Brazil and, closer to home, from Egypt and Europe. In particular, 

welcome returns include confirmations by exhibitors from Germany, a country that last September suffered the 

first lockdowns caused by accelerating infection rates. Promotion efforts targeting visitors are also underway, 

with an Incoming programme implemented by Veronafiere network of delegates and the ICE Trade Agency. 

 

The trade fair attended in person is also flanked by digital events in the Marmomac Plus portal for the 

international natural stone community. It is possible here to consult the company profiles of the top players in 

the sector, discover new products and trends in the stone market, as well as possible applications of natural 

stone in architecture and design. More than 800 companies from 35 countries have already renewed their 

subscriptions. 

 

Returning to the event attended in person, as always Marmomac will be backed up by experimental projects 

focusing on technologies and innovation. The exhibition layout will also be adapted to welcome and guide 

visitors along an exploratory path responding to the needs of architect and designers, as technicians and 

distributors.  

 

Four cultural projects will welcome exhibitors and visitors to the Verona Exhibition Centre and, on the strength of 

success last year, many shows and exhibitions will be held again. Exhibition concepts will be developed, involving 

a number of important furniture brands, along lines taking in design, architecture,  art and university 

experimentation.  

Close collaboration continues with ADI (Industrial Design Association) whereby the Veneto and Trentino Alto 

Adige delegation will organize "Etica-Litica": a challenge for companies to create prototypes from a single slab, 

including recycled materials, combining the creativity of industrial design with issues such as sustainability, mass 

production, ease of transport and placement. Brand&Stone curated by DDM returns to investigate and promote 

the use of natural stone in collections by major international design brands. The Marmomac meets Academies 

exhibition is dedicated to universities. Students will be called upon to analyze the relationship between natural 

stone materials and the rural and city landscapes, with a focus in 2022 on urban furnishing curated by Giuseppe 

Fallacara and Domenico Potenza. Last but not least, Visionary Stone curated by Raffaello Galiotto seeks to 

promotes the development of experimental works of art in natural stone processed thanks to computer 

numerical technology. 

There is also new space for the trade press through a schedule of talks, as well as major international projects 

thanks to collaboration with Platform magazine, taking part with an exhibition and a delegation of designers. 

These and other projects will be unveiled over the next few months, ensuring that Marmomac is the main 

appointment for business and experimentation - at Veronafiere 27-30 September with the new midweek slot 

from Tuesday to Friday.  
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THE PLUS THEATRE AT MARMOMAC:  

WHERE BUSINESS, CULTURE AND TRAINING MEET NATURAL STONE 
 

The 2022 edition will be a journey through architecture, design and universities to think about stone 
materials and share new experiments 

 
July 2022 - Marmomac, the leading international natural stone trade fair scheduled 27-30 September in 
Verona, pursues its vocation for business and culture by presenting an impressive schedule of initiatives for 
professionals, architects and designers that will explore new languages and projects involving stone 
materials. 
 
The Plus Theatre will be the beating heart of culture and training set up inside Hall 10. During the event, this 
area will be animated by talks, lectures and workshops focusing on natural stone. It will also be home to the 
VIP lounge, the restaurant, the wine bar and five cultural exhibitions welcoming exhibitors and visitors to 
outline natural stone and its applications through an approach ideally inter-connecting the entire production 
cycle, from the block to the end product. Design and architecture, art and university experimentation, as well 
as the involvement of important furniture brands: the central theme is a varied yet harmonious 
interpretation of how natural stone lends itself to more or less complex applications in various sectors and 
the future developments likely to emerge in this sector. 
 
As every year, collaboration with ADI - the Association for Industrial Design - continues: the Veneto and 
Trentino Alto Adige delegation will organize Etica-Litica as a challenge for companies to create prototypes 
using a single slab, including recycled materials, thereby flanking creativity in industrial design with issues 
such as sustainability, mass production and easy transport and installation. 
 
Raffaello Galiotto presents Visionary Stone, promoting the development of experimental works of art in 
stone processed with computer numerical technology. This exhibition seeks to emphasize a scenario of great 
changes where the extraordinary computational potential of digital immateriality is combined with the 
precision and power of machinery to work a body of stone and explore new expressive languages.  
 
The fourth edition of the Brand & Stone 4.0 exhibition conceived and curated by Danilo Di Michele welcomes 
luxury design brands keen to experiment with the world of natural stone using new processing techniques. 
Prestigious and fascinating, marble interprets the essence of design through tailor-made collaborations 
between Italian natural stone companies and some of the leading international design companies to create 
unique projects destined to be launched on the market. 
 
Analysis in the field of architecture is entrusted to the scientific committee of Platform Architecture & Design 
which, together with Marmomac, will set up a photographic exhibition of projects typifying the use of natural 
stone developed by 16 important international architectural firms that will also attend the trade fair to 
illustrate their work during scheduled meetings. 
 
The Marmomac Meets Academies event for universities curated by Giuseppe Fallacara and Domenico 
Potenza includes the Discovering Italy: University research and the landscape of public urban spaces 
exhibition. The intention is to present an itinerary through stone materials and the urban landscape in the 
public spaces in a number of contexts in Italian provinces together alongside major Italian and international 
university experiments including the Catania University, Basilicata University, "G. d'Annunzio" University of 



 

 

Chieti and Pescara, La Sapienza University in Rome, Bari Polytechnic University, Camerino University, the 
Verona Academy of Fine Arts, Technische Kaiserslautern University, the New York Institute of Technology, 
Polis University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The exhibition testifies to the power (over 
time) of natural stone, that can be taken as a landmark in developing the special relationship between 
University research and experimentation, the humanistic spirit and the advanced technologies provided by 
the digital revolution. 
 
Marmomac training events will also involve an impressive programme with more than 40 meetings dealing 
with design and architecture topics targeting sector professionals by also including permanent training 
credits. 
 
Lastly, the 2022 show will include sections such as Marble Tech, a stage for sharing information and 
comparisons where machinery and tooling companies will present technical innovations for stone 
processing, and Marble Press, a programme of four conferences organized by four international technical 
publications discussing topics related to sustainability and markets. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more information:      
ZED_COMM 
Silvia Boccardi 
Tel.: +39 045 8036334 
Mob.: +39 327 2236481 
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BRAND & STONE 4.0 

Conceived and curated by: Danilo Di Michele 
 
Now in its fourth edition, BRAND & STONE 4.0, conceived and curated by Danilo Di Michele, is an important 
exhibition that comes forward as an experimental design space for artefacts in natural stone by leading 
furniture/design brands. The purpose is to educate and illustrate shared aspects - such as skill, machinery 
and creative design - that define the substance of stone and its innumerable special features and differences.  
 
The exhibition - set up at The Plus Theatre in Hall 10 - aims to bring design companies, internationally 
renowned designers and companies in the stone sector actively together in a meeting that starts with in-
depth knowledge of the subject to create new opportunities for collaboration and possible business 
developments through unique projects that may later be presented on the market. 
 
Each brand consequently develops products testifying that marble, granite and natural stones are 
irreplaceable materials in the world of design and architecture of yesterday, today and tomorrow. 
 
 
Project / Brand / Designer / Producer  
 
Michelangelo, Flut, Wander, Maggie / Bellavista / Attilio Zanni / Arte Marmi, Didoni 
V294 / Aston Martin per Formitalia / Mirabili per Formitalia / Gruppo Tosco Marmi 
Linfa / MK / Giorgio Rava / Nikolaus Bagnara  
Face à Face / Agape / Jean Nouvel / Grassi Pietre 
Aira / Horm / Marcantonio / Marmo Elite 
Pako / Qeeboo / Stefano Giovannoni / Silvestri Art Design 
 
 
 
For more information:      
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ETICA_LITICA  

Design with natural stone highlighting sustainability and respect for the environment 
Curated by ADI Veneto & Trentino Alto Adige Delegation 

 
The ETICA LITICA exhibition, curated by the ADI Veneto Trentino Alto Adige Delegation, highlights the topic 
of sustainability and respect for the environment when using natural stone in design projects. 
The concept is developed through the design of one or more objects starting from a marble slab measuring 
3.30 x 2 metres by 2/3cm in thickness, typical of the most common commercial modules.  
Developing a three-dimensional object means the surface of the slab must be exploited to the full to minimize 
possible waste of material. 
 
Seventeen designers associated with the ADI Veneto and Trentino-Alto Adige delegation were invited to 
develop seventeen projects where the transposition of stone material from a two-dimensional slab into a 
three-dimensional object exemplifies creativity as well as showcasing astonishing innovation. In this 
exhibition, design reflects a concept which, while respecting precise limits, demonstrates its vitality and 
beauty by putting forward new ideas and solutions that herald a more sustainable and ethically fairer world. 
 
The exhibition – set up in The Plus Theatre in Hall 10 - also includes a review of products in natural stone that 
over the years have won a Compasso d'Oro - the award famous all over the world for its excellence and a 
flagship of Italian design, as well as the ADI Index Award associated with it. The “Etica Litica” exhibition 
thereby provides a complete overview, where marble meets excellence, beauty, innovation and 
sustainability. 
 
WORK - COMPANY - DESIGNER 
Libreria Scritto - Guardini Pietre - Carlo Trevisani                     
Tavolo Etiko - Biesse Spa- Intermac - Ascanio Zocchi 
Tavolo Nexum - Testi Group - Gino Carollo 
Rivestimento Imprevedibile - Marimar - Alessandro Vergot 
Lavello Cerchi nell'acqua - Marmi Scala/Eustone - Patrizia Bertolini  
Tavolo Biko - Margraf - Paolo Criveller 
Tavolino Patty - Margraf - Luigi Siard 
Tavolino Dolmen - Gruppo Tosco Marmi - Stefano Manni 
Panca Plissè - Mondo Marmo - Michela Baldessari 
Tavolo Chicchera - Mondo Marmo - Matteo Leorato 
Tavolini For Two - Marmi Santa Caterina - Paolo Perbellini 
PET memorial serie - Marmi Santa Caterina - Silvia Sandini 
Tavolo Tabula Rasa - Officina Della Scala - Alex Terzariol  
Consolle Torii - Zagross Marmi - Nicola Bariol 
Panca Stone Slice - Cereser - Valerio Facchin & Giovanna Carturan 
 
Per ulteriori informazioni:      
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STONELAND  

Curated by Platform Architecture & Design 
 
Ever since ancient times, natural stone has always played a fundamental role in a great many contexts, 
especially architecture. Thanks to numerous testimonies handed down to us across history, it is evident that 
natural stone is a timeless material of astonishing beauty, a protagonist in ancient and modern times alike.  
 
Through a photo gallery dedicated to 15 contemporary projects created by international architectural firms, 
the Stoneland exhibition - curated by Platform Architecture & Design and staged in The Plus Theatre in Hall 
10 - seeks to testify that despite the passing of centuries and the evolution of society, mankind has never 
forgotten this important material that continues to play a vital role in our lives. 
 
The architects engaged for these 15 projects will attend Marmomac to take part in a series of business 
meetings and then on the stage of The Plus Theatre to talk about their approach to natural stone in 
architecture.  
 
 
COUNTRY - STUDIO - PROJECT 
Spain - 05 am arquitectura - Reforma Maison Colombages 
Netherlands - 123DV - Inner Garden Villa 
UK - Alexander Owen Architecture + Interiors - faye-and-daniels-place 
Mexico  - Alvaro Hernandez  Felix Studio - 203 Masaryk PH Offices 
USA (NY) - Attn Attn Architecture & Design - Lennox Hill 
Flemish Belgium - De Meester Vliegen - Private Residence 
Italy - Fabio Mazzeo Architects _ Villa Scultura 
UK - Gancikov Architecture & Design Studios - Restaurant It Mayfair  
Portugal - Gustavo Guimarães Arquitectura & Urbanismo - Optocentro Optics 
Netherlands - KAAN Architecten - Loenen Pavilion 
Israel - Kupershtock Architects - Or Sameach Yeshiva Academy 
Iran - MA Office - Inside Out House 
Spain - Noname 29 - Tribeca Restaurant – Alicant 
Spain - Patricia Busto Studios - An&BE Store Madrid 
NL/Bahrain - Studio Anne Holtrop - 21 Customs House Post Office  
 
 
 
 
For more information:      
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VISIONARY STONE  

experimental works of art in natural stone processed with CNC technology  
Curator and author: Raffaello Galiotto 

 
VISIONARY STONE is an exhibition of works of art in natural stone designed using parametric software and 
carved entirely with CNC machinery. 
The exhibition involves nine stone sculptures inspired by the natural forms found in the animal and plant 
kingdom. They are guided by compositional logics such as symmetry and phylloctaxis, halfway between a 
fossil find and the beached exoskeleton of marine animals. 
 
A visionary collection that stirs up the debate between natural and artificial, prompted by a new expressive 
language where natural stone meets the digital world in an antithetical relationship between materiality and 
immateriality, between robot and human. 
Stone worked in this way, with perceptive, visual and tactile milling of very high precision, invites observers 
into a physical experience through impressively evocative and appealing aesthetic expression and meanings 
that go far beyond a merely technical exercise. 
 
The works are arranged on three exhibit islands also in stone, as an integral part of the show, grouped in a 
single space like a small archipelago. Each island measures 2.5 x 9 metres and is characterized by a hilly base 
of stratified stone slabs shaped by machinery. 
 
The exhibition - hosted in The Plus Theatre in Hall 10 - is curated and designed by Raffaello Galiotto. It was 
developed together with a group of companies of excellence in processing and the construction of machinery 
in the natural stone sector. 
 
Works / Companies 
CAULA  /  Emmedue, Etna Stone & Design, DDX, Nicolai Diamant 
PORA  /  Generelli 
PROTO I  /  Gmm, DDX, Gruppo Tosco Marmi O.M.G., Scuola Tecnica del Marmo  Settore Arte e Automazione  
Sant’Ambrogio di Valpolicella 
PROTO II  /  Gmm, Gruppo Tosco Marmi O.M.G., Alphacam by Licom Systems 
PROTO III  /  Generelli, Gruppo Tosco Marmi O.M.G. 
STELLATA  /  Odone Angelo, Nikolaus Bagnara 
TESTUDO  /  Odone Angelo, Nikolaus Bagnara 
TRUNCUS I – II  /  Margraf 
PARAMETRIC STONE LANDSCAPE / Bianco Cave by Fato Stone 
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MARMOMAC MEETS ACADEMIES 
Discovering Italy University research and the landscape of urban public spaces  

curated by Giuseppe Fallacara and Domenico Potenza 
 
Raising a stone into an upright position was mankind's first architectural gesture; an apparently simple yet in 
reality complex action in that it set in motion a transformation that turned the original nature of places into 
new landscapes; the landscape created by human artifice. Architecture is the offspring of that initial act: 
balancing stone after stone to adapt environmental conditions to human needs.  
 
And stone, more than any other material, brings about the continuous processes of territorial modification; 
especially in those areas where natural stone is more common and its use more extensive, to the point of 
interpreting the stratified identity in the history of the places where we live. This explains the continual 
prominence of a material that proves capable of going far beyond the evolution of its various expressive 
languages.  
Architecture is nothing more than continuous destroying to build again, and then destroying again to rebuild 
anew, without ever interrupting the principles and reasons for such actions.  
 
The idea of the exhibition - set up in Hall 10 as part of The Plus Theatre - is to showcase the variety and 
richness of a widespread stone landscape, starting from a kind of "journey into the Italy of natural stone" 
capable of narrating quarry areas, the stratifications of urban landscapes and the experiments of scientific 
research by the various schools of architecture in Italy and abroad.  
This edition of Marmomac Meets Academies focuses on the concept of public space as investigated by 
universities and companies: from the enhancement of the historic tradition of Italian squares to the 
redevelopment of contemporary public spaces. 
 
Italy as a whole provides widespread testimony of the relationship between stone materials and the 
landscape, in urban and rural areas alike. From the Ligurian roofing slates, to paving in porphyry from 
Trentino (today used in most of the towns in all regions); from the highly-prized white marbles from the 
Apuan Alps (exported all over the world), to the historic travertines of ancient Rome and other found in 
central Italy; from the slabs from quarries in Lessinia to the luminous limestones of the cathedrals and castles 
in Apulia, the golden stones of the Sicilian Baroque, the lava stones of Etna and the robust and perennial 
granites of Sardinia.  
 
The aim is to present an exemplary itinerary (between the stone districts and urban landscapes) of the Italian 
provinces together with leading Italian and international university experiments, including: University of 
Catania, University of Basilicata, “G. D'Annunzio" University of Chieti-Pescara, La Sapienza University in 
Rome, Bari Polytechnic University, University of Camerino, University of Ferrara, the Verona Academy of Fine 
Arts, Technische Universität Kaiserslautern:, New York Institute of Technology, Polis University and the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
 
 
Discovering Italy University research and the landscape of urban public spaces 
Technical Consultant: Giulio Girasante 
Contributors: Francesca Bux, Ilaria Cavaliere and Dario Costantino,… 
Graphics: Studio Variabile  
 
 



 

 

UNIVERSITIES - LECTURERS - COMPANIES 
 
Bari Polytechnic University Giuseppe Fallacara, Maurizio Barberio, Micaela Colella, Dario Costantino, Ilaria 
Cavaliere, Angelo Vito Graziano, Marco Stigliano, Ubaldo Occhinegro, Micaela Pignatelli 
______________ 
“G. D’Annunzio” University - Chieti-Pescara Domenico Potenza, Giulio Girasante,  
______________ 
La Sapienza University, Rome: Marco Ferrero  
______________ 
Verona Academy of Fine Arts; Marta Ferretti, Sotirios Papadopoulos 
______________ 
NYIT New York Institute of Technology: Christian R. Pongratz; Dustin White  
______________ 
Technische Universität Kaiserslautern: Cornelie Leopold, Eva Hagen, Benedikt Blumenröder 
______________ 
r 
______________ 
Catania University, DICAR Department:  Vincenzo Latina 
______________ 
University of Basilicata, Department of European and Mediterranean Cultures - Matera centre: Ettore Vadini 
______________ 
University of Camerino - School of Architecture and Design in Ascoli Piceno: Giulia Menzietti 
______________ 
 
 
 
For more information:      
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The world's leading international trade event is scheduled 27-30 September 2022 

MARMOMAC: NATURAL STONE TAKES THE STAGE IN VERONA WITH 1,168 COMPANIES FROM 47 

COUNTRIES 

 

Verona, 20 September 2022 - Business promotion, international markets, innovation, training and an even 

stronger focus on sustainability. These are the guidelines underlying the 56th Marmomac (www.marmomac.com). 

The landmark event for the entire global natural stone supply chain returns to the Verona Exhibition Centre 27-30 

September 2022.  

Ten halls hosting 1,168 exhibitors companies from 47 countries - including Ukraine. Natural stone, as ever, is the 

absolute protagonist of the trade show: from finished products to machinery, technologies and quarrying and 

processing accessories, through to exhibitions and projects by designers and star architects. 

"Marmomac is the expression of a territory with an historic vocation in marble processing," said Federico Bricolo, 

President of Veronafiere. "The event has enjoyed continuous evolution to become the landmark for excellence in 

the Italian stone sector and then open up to international markets. This highlights the virtuous circle that comes 

into being when a strong manufacturing sector, combining creativity and innovation, teams up with an 

organisation such as Veronafiere and its skill in working in synergy with companies, associations and institutions 

to generate added value for the growth of the entire global marble-natural system. Yet development cannot 

overlook issues such as environmental sustainability. Consequently, we wanted during this edition to promote the 

"Less Carpet, More Trees" initiative that will eliminate 95% of the carpet tiles used in the show halls while also 

planting 200 trees in the suburbs around the Exhibition Centre, in collaboration with the Verona City Council." 

Internationality is confirmed as one of Marmomac's main assets: exhibitors from abroad come to 57% of total 

and professional operators from over 130 countries are also expected. A result made possible by the appeal of the 

unique world-leading trade fair format and the major investments in incoming activities to attract top buyers 

implemented by Veronafiere, in collaboration with the ICE Trade Agency of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

International Cooperation and Confindustria Marmomacchine.  

"Internationality has always been the hallmark of Marmomac, the most important trade show in the natural stone 

sector that showcases the finest production in terms of materials and processing technologies," said Maurizio 

Danese, Managing Director of Veronafiere. “We have received important confirmations from companies, buyers 

and architects from North America, the top destination market for products manufactured in Italy, the impressive 

return from Africa, with companies and importers from 10 countries, as well as from South America, the Far East 

and India. All the activities of companies and professionals during the trade fair are  multiplied and enhanced by 

the Marmomac Plus virtual portal, the most advanced digital tool developed to support the evolution of the 

natural stone industry 365 days a year. "Be the Plus" is also the new claim of the 2022 event: an invitation to do 

one's best, bringing together a lively global community open to new challenges which identifies itself fully with 

Marmomac.  

Knowing how to combine business, product culture, experimentation and professional updating is one of the 

distinctive features and strengths of Marmomac: a dedicated platform for meeting customers and doing business; 

and, at the same time, a unique opportunity to explore new languages and ideas involving stone materials.  

This is precisely the added advantage of Marmomac as expressed through the "The Plus Theatre": the exhibition 

area in Hall 11 that highlights the incredible functional and aesthetic potential of natural stone.  

file:///C:/Users/Peter/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/2Q4NY4RR/www.marmomac.com


 

 

Here, five exhibition itineraries welcome visitors, covering the entire production cycle from the quarry to the final 

product designed by major furniture brands. A process that sees projects by architects, designers and eleven 

Italian and international universities interact with the latest marble processing technologies.  

And also here, a multimedia, full-immersion and emotional experience pays homage, on the bicentenary of his 

death, to the great sculptor Antonio Canova, already celebrated in the visual campaign for Marmomac 2022.  

And not only exhibitions: "The Plus Theatre" is the beating heart of the trade fair even as regards training, with 

more than 40 appointments including talks, lectures and workshops accredited with the professional associations 

of architects in Italy, the United Kingdom and the United States. All this is joined by presentations of technical 

innovations by companies and conferences organised by the trade press.     

Not to mention the educational sessions such as "Stone & Design" and the "Italian Quarrying and Processing 

Technologies” project involving 100 architects and designers alongside 100 technology buyers invited from 

abroad, thanks to the agreement between Veronafiere, the ICE Trade Agency and Confindustria Marmomacchine.  

Hall 10 also hosts an important socio-economic study of companies in the sector, analysed during the conference 

"The handover and generational dialogue: themes written on marble? The experience of a Banking Group” 

published by Banco BPM Group and scheduled at 16:00 on 29 September. 

Finally, a  number of prestigious awards will be presented during Marmomac: The New Best Communicator Award 

rewards the commitment of companies in enhancing their exhibition spaces, as well as the announcement of the 

Masters of Stone assigned to figures who have distinguished themselves in promoting natural stone products. 
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The leading international natural stone event is scheduled 27-30 September 2022 

MARMOMAC WELCOMES A GROUP SHOW OF 40 COMPANIES FROM 
BRAZIL – THE WORLD’S FIFTH NATURAL STONE PRODUCER COUNTRY 

Danese, CEO of Veronafiere: "A strategic market overseen by Veronafiere do Brasil" 

Verona, 27 September 2022 - The group show of Brazilian natural stone companies was also inaugurated today 
at the 56th Marmomac. In all, 40 Brazilian companies make up one of the most numerous international group 
presentations at the trade fair Veronafiere dedicates to the natural stone industry, scheduled until Friday 30 
September. Brazil is one of the world's major players in natural stone quarrying and processing fields, on the 
strength of an impressive and extremely large number of marble, quartz and granite materials. These varieties are 
on display in Hall 11 at Marmomac. 

The official ribbon cutting ceremony for the group show took place this morning and was attended by President 
Federico Bricolo, Vice President, Matteo Gelmetti and CEO Maurizio Danese representing Veronafiere.  

They were welcomed on the stand by the Consul General of Brazil in Milan, Hadil da Rocha-Vianna, the Director 
of Secom, Luiz Maria Pio Correa, the President of CentroRochas, Tales Machado, the Coordinator of Industry and 
ApexBrasil services, Paulo Silva, and the CEO of Milanez & Milaneze, Flàvia Milanez. 

"Brazil's attendance at Marmomac is historic and extremely significant for Veronafiere," said the CEO of 
Veronafiere, Maurizio Danese. And since 2013, we ourselves have played a direct and active role in the Brazilian 
State of Espirito Santo with Veronafiere do Brasil, a company owned by our Group, working closely with our 
partners, Milanez&Milaneze. With them, we have maintained a strong presence in this strategic market and 
become involved in the post-pandemic economic recovery in the second half of 2022 by organising Cachoeiro Stone 
Fair, Mec Show and Wine South America, all with excellent business feedback. And we also now have high 
expectations for the coming edition of Vitoria Stone Fair, scheduled in February 2023." 
 
Marmomac again confirms its status as one of the exhibition platforms in this trade sector with the highest 
levels of internationality in the world thanks to attendance by 1,168 exhibitors (60% from 47 countries), 
while more than 50,000 buyers are expected in Verona from 130 countries. 
 
Veronafiere Press Office   
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The world leading exhibition focusing on natural stone scheduled in Verona until 30 September  

WORKS IN STONE BY SEVEN YOUNG UKRAINIAN DESIGNERS AT MARMOMAC  

 
The “Vitality Ukraine” project narrates the resistance and desire for rebirth of a country torn by warfare 
and has the support of the Consulate General of Ukraine in Milan. 
 
Verona, 28 September 2022 - A stone garden with an assortment of objects symbolizing the courage, 
strength and creativity of the Ukrainian people: six works expressing resistance and a desire for rebirth in 
times of war. "Vitality Ukraine” is a project supported by the Consulate General of Ukraine in Milan, which 
chose the 56thMarmomac a Veronafiere (September 27-30) as the international stage for an exhibition of 
works in natural stone created by seven young designers from the country torn by warfare. 
 
The inaugural ceremony of the event, after an initial celebration in the cultural area of The Plus Theatre (Hall 
10), moved to the Ukrainian stand where the President of Veronafiere, Federico Bricolo, together with the 
Vice President of the Veneto Region, Elisa De Berti, the Mayor of Verona, Damiano Tommasi, and, for 
Confindustria Marmomacchine, respectively the President, Federico Fraccaroli, and the Honorary President, 
Flavio Marabelli, met the Consul General of Ukraine in Milan, Andrii Kartysh, to present the works on display 
and support the project. 
 
While a marble imprint with intertwined red threads recalling the ancient vyshyvanka spinning technique 
symbolizes the “Identity” of Ukraine, the stone garden (Hall 10, Stand H1) is also home to the "Seed": a 
three-dimensional sculpture inspired by sunflowers, a traditional symbol of fertility and prosperity for the 
Ukrainian people, with a tree of life in the centre. And from seed to "Birth": a panel and a small table standing 
on several layers and levels of marble. The panel has a mirror inside it as a symbol of reflection, while the 
shape of the table is a hymn to the beginning of a new life. "Wheat", "Time" and "Star" complete the 
exhibition of "Ukrainian Vitality" - praising the capacity for resilience over disasters and hunger in the world 
(Wheat), the expectation of a bright future (Time) and the hope for a peaceful life (Star). 
 
All the works were worked in Ukraine exclusively using marble scraps (Italian Camouflage, Rosso Levante, 
Bianco di Carrara, Palissandro, Calacatta Verde, Estremoz, Nero Marquino) from Instech, a Ukrainian family 
company specialized in processing natural stone, and Ilab.design (an offshoot of Intech that deals with 
production and sale of decorations in natural stone) which organized and handled transport to Veronafiere. 
 
Artists: Alisa Lysykh; Anna Manako; Oleksandr Kysil; Valeria Vari; Marianna Yeleiko; Roksolana Dudka and 
Alina Kravchuk. Supporters of “Ukrainian Vitality” also include the Verona Vale association.  
 

www.marmomac.com 
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56th Marmomac scheduled at Veronafiere until Friday 30 September 

MARMOMAC: ARCHISTAR CRAIG COPELAND PROCLAIMED MASTER OF STONE 2022 

Pierluigi Testi, Luca Todeschini and Elena Amadini also received the award at Veronafiere yesterday.   

Verona, 28 September 2022 - Craig Copeland, the internationally renowned architect, sculptor and industrial 
designer who has won many awards for his futuristic projects in New York and Washington was proclaimed 
Master of Stone 2022 yesterday. The award was presented to him yesterday during Marmomac, the leading 
exhibition for the natural stone value chain scheduled at Veronafiere until Friday 30 September. 

This award continues the tradition of the Ancient Free Corporation of Stone Arts in Verona founded in 1319 
and as of 1980 is made to people who have distinguished themselves in upholding and promoting the natural 
stone sector. 

The ceremony organised yesterday at Veronafiere was attended by President Federico Bricolo and CEO 
Maurizio Danese. 

Copeland received the official insignia of the Award (a cube of Verona Red marble, a bronze tile and a silver 
chisel) for his role as "world ambassador of natural stone materials, in architectural and design applications 
alike" and "for having experimented boldly with futurist projects while interpreting the uniqueness and 
ductility of marble and natural stone". 

Three other new Masters of Stone were proclaimed alongside Copeland: Pierluigi Testi, President of Testi 
Group, "for the entrepreneurial spirit applied in developing new market realities and commitment to 
promoting and safeguarding natural stone, with AS.MA.VE. and Confindustria"; Luca Todeschini, CEO of La 
Ponte Marmi, "for the enthusiasm and perseverance in guiding the family business, qualities also shared with 
the Young Business Group of the Valpantena Marble Consortium"; Elena Amadini, Exhibition Manager of the 
Stone & Design Area with Veronafiere, "for having built Marmomac, year after year, together with exhibitors, 
institutional and category partners, always with an eye to innovation for products and the exhibition format 
alike".  
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The international trade fair for the natural stone value chain at Veronafiere until 30 September  

THE GREEN TURNAROUND IN THE NATURAL STONE INDUSTRY SETS OFF WITH 
MARMOMAC    

The Authentic Natural Stone Sustainability Manifesto promoted by the PNA Network was presented at 
Veronafiere today. 

www.marmomac.com  

Verona, 29 September 2022- The new green approach for the Italian natural stone production chain sets off 
with Marmomac. The project was launched today - the third day of the international exhibition in Verona 
dedicated to the stone industry - by the PNA Business Network, which brings together many of Italy's most 
representative companies in the technical-natural stone industry, not to mention Confindustria 
Marmomacchine and Veronafiere.     

This is a first step towards promoting the intrinsic, "naturally sustainable" features of stone material. 
Companies in the sector have issued a declaration of intent to develop a certified and circular production 
cycle to ensure increasingly lower environmental impact on air and water, as well as reduced CO2 emissions, 
even when transporting products between quarrying and processing sites. 

A commitment stated in black and white in the 10-point planning document published in the Authentic 
Natural Stone Sustainability Manifesto, which was signed this morning at Marmomac by the companies 
belonging to the Network. 

The initiative was outlined by Stefano Ghirardi, President of the PNA Network, Claudia Chiappino, mining 
engineer and scientific consultant for the project, and Paolo Marcesini, Director of Italia Circolare. 

Inasmuch, Marmomac welcomes the onset of efforts to implement the environmental declaration for natural 
stone products, and the industry as a whole, in accordance with the objectives of the UN Climate Agenda 
2030. 

The road-map envisages the presentation, by the end of 2022, of the Life Cycle Assessment for natural stone 
commissioned of Turin Polytechnic University, followed by the development an Environmental Product 
Declaration and an authentic "ecological mark" for natural stone. 

"The Manifesto is only a starting point," said Stefano Ghirardi, President of the PNA Network, "the first step 
along a virtuous path integrated into the value chain that our sector has the duty to convey to the design and 
construction world. Applications in natural stone are useful, sustainable and good looking. This is why we 
decided to team up with this project and invest together in this direction, within a logic of networking and 
collaboration." 

"This project," said Paolo Marcesini, Director of Italia Circolare, "takes the three dimensions of sustainability 
and re-defines them specifically for natural stone in relation to the SDG (Sustainable Development Goals) that 
the UN has drawn up to combat the climate crisis. We then rediscovered that the life cycle of products in 
natural stone is entirely circular: there is absolutely no waste." 



 

 

"Our work," said Claudia Chiappino, mining engineer and the project's scientific consultant, "involves 
creating a genuine environmental certification of natural stone products starting from an environmental 
analysis of all stages in the marble slab production cycle. It is an engineering approach that will equally ensure 
a quantitative as well as qualitative imprint for sustainability in our industry and, in perspective, will also lead 
us towards an authentic ecological brand for natural stone." 
 
"Veronafiere is one of the players that decided to join the PNA Network right from its inception," said Federico 
Bricolo, President of Veronafiere. And today we welcome the decision by the natural stone industry to commit 
itself in effective terms to environmental, social and economic sustainability. This is also a guiding principle 
for our Group which, for this edition of Marmomac, chose to eliminate 95% of the disposable carpet tiles 
otherwise fitted in the show halls and equally planted 200 new trees in partnership with Verona City Council." 
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The 56th international natural stone exhibition closed today in Verona  

MARMOMAC: 47,000 OPERATORS FROM 132 COUNTRIES ATTENDED THE EVENT AT 
VERONAFIERE (+49% OVER 2021)  

 

Verona, 30 September 2022 - International scope, business, innovation and sustainability: an enthusiastic restart for 
the natural stone value chain at Marmomac. After four days - in the new midweek slot - the world's leading natural 
stone exhibition closed its doors at Veronafiere after attracting 47,000 professional operators (+49% than in 2021). 
International attendance from 132 countries accounted for 63% of this result, posting an increase of 97% in absolute 
terms compared to the previous edition.  

"This result all but returns the event to pre-pandemic figures in 2019, following the special online edition in 2020 and the 
restart show in 2021," said Federico Bricolo, President of Veronafiere. The natural stone sector returned to Marmomac 
with impressive impetus: 1,207 exhibiting companies set up their stands in the 10 show halls and the four outdoor areas 
(60.5% international from 47 countries). Inasmuch, Veronafiere has resumed its role as a driving force at full steam for 
the international development of this industrial supply chain, while also generating economic returns for its home city 
and the local area as a whole." 

More than 1,200 varieties of stone material were on show, embracing unhewn blocks, slabs and processed stone. Highly 
innovative technology for quarrying, cutting, processing and transport was also showcased thanks to 700 machines, 
systems and equipment - not to mention more than 800 other products including tools, abrasives and chemicals.  A 
unique trade fair offering for buyers, importers, contractors, architects and designers. 

"Marmomac this year have witnessed an impressive great quantitative and qualitative return of operators from target 
countries such as the United States, Brazil, India and Turkey," said Maurizio Danese, CEO of Veronafiere, "posting figures 
that virtually returned to the results for pre-Covid editions. The figure posted for international attendance is all the more 
impressive when bearing in mind the down-scaled presence of China, Russia and Ukraine in the wake of well-known 
health and geopolitical issues. Investments to promote incoming international delegations of top buyers, in collaboration 
with ICE Trade Agency, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Confindustria Marmomacchine, also contributed to the 
international calibre of this edition." 

The attention focused on product culture, experimentation, design and professional updating staged in "The Plus 
Theatre" once again ensured significant added value to the event. This venue hosted exhibitions, conferences and 
workshops informing visitors about the incredible functional and aesthetic potential of natural stone. 

Marmomac 2022 also launched a new green approach for the Italian natural stone production chain, with the 
presentation of the 10-point planning document in the Authentic Natural Stone, Sustainability Manifesto signed by 
companies belonging to the PNA Network, of which Veronafiere is also a member.  

This project seeks to create an environmental declaration for natural stone products, involving a commitment by 
companies in the sector to adopt a certified and circular production cycle to ensure increasingly lower environmental 
impact affecting air, water and overall CO2 emission levels. 

Following the trade show attended in person over the last four days, the activities of exhibitors and visitors alike will 
now also be capitalised and promoted thanks to the Marmomac Plus virtual portal, the most advanced digital tool 
developed to support the evolution of the natural stone industry 365 days/year, with a view towards the  next edition 
of Marmomac scheduled 26-29 September 2023 (www.marmomac.it). 
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